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The Qatari state television’s nightly
newscast on Tuesday showed clips of
Sheikh Tamim at the ceremony with
the anchor not mentioning the com-
ments, though a scrolling ticker at the
bottom of the screen had the alleged
fake remarks. They included calling
Hamas “the legitimate representative
of the Palestinian people,” as well as
saying Qatar had “strong relations” with
Iran and the United States. “Iran repre-
sents a regional and Islamic power that
cannot be ignored and it is unwise to
face up against it,” the ticker read at
one point. “It is a big power in the sta-
bilization of the region.”

The hackers also purportedly took
over the news agency’s Twitter feed and
posted alleged quotes from Qatar’s for-
eign minister alleging a plot against the
country by other Arab nations. It said the
small, gas-rich nation had ordered its
ambassadors from Bahrain, Egypt,
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and United Arab
Emirates withdrawn over the plot. The
tweets were later deleted. Sheikh Saif bin
Ahmed Al-Thani, the director of the
Qatar’s government communications
office, issued a statement saying authori-
ties had launched an investigation. “The
statement published has no basis what-
soever and the competent authorities in
the state of Qatar will hold all those (who)
committed (this) accountable,” Sheikh Saif
said. The statement did not explain how
the remarks made it on state television.

But Qatar was unable to contain the
fallout, with media outlets taking serious-
ly the remarks attributed to the emir and
attacks on social media accounts continu-
ing.  The “false statement” was still being
widely reported by broadcasters and
newspapers across the region, including
in the United Arab Emirates and Saudi
Arabia, many hours after Doha’s denial.

One analyst on the Saudi state news
channel, Al-Akhbariya, called Tamim’s
alleged remarks “political adolescence”.
Twitter users swapped insults and accu-
sations. Saudi media slammed the
alleged statement describing Shiite-dom-
inated Iran as a “stability guarantor” in the
region. A page on the Al-Arabiya English
website had an article entitled: “Proof
that Qatar News Agency was not hacked.”
Saudi Arabia’s Okaz daily thundered:
“Qatar splits the rank, sides with the ene-

mies of the nation.” Riyadh’s Arab News
said the comments sparked “outrage”
among other Gulf states.

Authorities in Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) blocked the
main website of Qatar’s Al Jazeera televi-
sion, which Riyadh and Abu Dhabi have
often seen as being critical of their gov-
ernments. Al Jazeera says it is an inde-
pendent news service giving a voice to
everyone in the region. Qatar said it was
“surprised by the stance of some media
outlets and TV channels” in continuing to
report the comments attributed to the
emir. Some in Qatar compared those
responsible for reporting the contents of
the hack to Nazi Germany’s propaganda
minister, Joseph Goebbels.

The alleged cyber attack comes just
days after Doha claimed it had been the
victim of an orchestrated smear cam-
paign over its alleged “support” for terror-
ism, and said it was being targeted by
anti-Qatar organizations. One of those
pieces, suggesting Qatar in 2006 may
have let go a Qatari man who became an
Al-Qaeda leader in Afghanistan, came
from David A Weinberg, a senior fellow at
the Washington-based Foundation for
the Defense of Democracies. “The swift
Saudi-Emirati response makes me think
they were fishing for a confrontation or
this is a convenient pretense ... to address
the things already bothering them,”
Weinberg said. “Qatar likes to write this
off as a campaign based on lies and ulte-
rior motives, but if Qatar didn’t has the
sort of problematic record it has, it
wouldn’t be the target for this.”

Doha has faced criticism for its sup-
port of rebel groups fighting Syrian
President Bashar Al-Assad and in recent
weeks has been accused outright of
funding terror in US media articles. Qatar
is also home to the former leader of
Hamas, Khaled Meshaal, who this month
used his Doha base, where he has lived in
exile for several years, to launch a new
policy document. One analyst, Durham
University’s Dr Christopher Davidson, said
the incident emphasized long-standing
divisions between Qatar and other Gulf
powers such as Saudi Arabia and the UAE,
over issues including Doha’s support for
the Muslim Brotherhood. “This is still part
of the serious fracture between the two
different camps in the Gulf, the divisions
remain about the vision for the region,”
he said. — Agencies 

Qatar probes ‘shameful’ hacking...
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He said the Assembly wants to know if
these establishments and authorities are run
in a professional way or are considered as the
ownership of its managers.

MP Saleh Ashour criticized ministers who
are not even following the debates of agen-
cies under them, adding that ministers
could face “black days” soon. He expected
that the second term starting in October

could witness confrontations between the
Assembly and lawmakers, adding that if the
prime minister wants to cooperate with the
Assembly, he should reshuffle a number of
his Cabinet ministers.

MP Khalil Abul said that the Assembly
should reject the budgets of authorities and
agencies that do not respect themselves and
the Assembly. MP Youssef Al-Fadhalah said
those who manage the investments of PIFSS
are expatriates who are not specialized, while

specialist Kuwaitis are jobless. State Minister
for Municipality Mohammad Al-Jabri, who
supervises the agricultural authority, acknowl-
edged that the remarks and criticism of MPs
against PAAAFR are correct, adding that many
violations have been dealt with in the past
three months. He said that important changes
have been made at the authority and all the
assistant undersecretaries have been retired.
He said officials who committed violations
have been referred to the public prosecution.

Lawmakers reject PIFSS, KISR budgets, approve six...
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Trump’s declaration of intent followed a
keenly-anticipated encounter between the
billionaire businessman and the former Jesuit
priest who has made championing the poor
and the third world major themes of his papa-
cy. In their world view and tastes, the
Argentine pontiff who eschews the use of the
palaces at his disposal and the luxury hotel
tycoon appear worlds apart. But if there was
any friction when they finally met, it occurred
behind closed doors. In front of the cameras,
both men were mostly all smiles, relaxed and
even jovial. “He is something,” Trump later said
of his host. “We had a fantastic meeting.”

The Vatican described the discussions as
“cordial” and emphasized the two men’s joint
opposition to abortion and shared concern
for persecuted Christians in the Middle East.

The pope had presented Trump with a medal-
lion engraved with an olive tree, the interna-
tional symbol of peace. Francis also gave
Trump copies of the three major texts he has
published as pope, including one on the envi-
ronment which urges the industrialized world
to curb carbon emissions or risk catastrophic
consequences for the planet. Trump, who has
threatened to ignore the Paris accords on
emissions and described global warming as a
hoax, vowed to read them. 

A Vatican statement on the meeting high-
lighted “the joint commitment in favor of life,
and freedom of worship and conscience”.
Trump told his host as he left, “Thank you.
Thank you. I won’t forget what you said.” “I give
it to you so you can be an instrument of peace,”
he said in Spanish. “We can use peace,” Trump
replied. Trump’s gifts included a collection of
first editions by Martin Luther King and a

bronze sculpture. Trump’s administration has
pleased the Church by axing rules protecting
tax-funded financing of family planning clinics
that offer abortions. Accompanied by his wife
Melania and daughter Ivanka, Trump met
Francis in the private library of the Apostolic
Palace, the lavish papal residence that the cur-
rent pope eschews in favor of more modest
lodgings. Afterwards, the first couple was given
a private tour of the Sistine Chapel and St
Peter’s Basilica.

While Donald dropped in on I taly ’s
President and met Prime Minister Paolo
Gentiloni, Melania visited a children’s hospi-
tal and Ivanka met women trafficked from
Africa for the sex trade. In Brussels, Trump
had a light schedule yesterday with meet-
ings with Belgian King Philippe and Queen
Mathilde and with Prime Minister Charles
Michel. — Agencies 

Trump vows peace push after meeting with pope 
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Oil’s earlier price decline, which started in
2014, forced Russia and Saudi Arabia to tighten
their belts and led to unrest in some producing
countries including Venezuela and Nigeria.

Surprises today are still possible. A substantial
additional cut was unlikely, one OPEC delegate
said, “unless Saudi Arabia initiates it with the
biggest contribution and is supported by other
Gulf members”. The price rise this year has

spurred growth in the US shale industry, which is
not participating in the output deal, thus slowing
the market’s rebalancing with global stocks still
near record highs.

OPEC has a self-imposed goal of bringing
stocks down from a record high of 3 billion bar-
rels to their five-year average of 2.7 billion.
Algerian Energy Minister Noureddine Boutarfa
said he believed stocks remained stubbornly
large in the first half of 2017 because of high
exports from the Middle East to the United

States. “Thankfully, things are improving and we
started seeing a draw in inventories in the United
States,” Boutarfa said, adding he believed that
inventories should decline to their five-year aver-
age by the end of 2017. Exports will be a key
focus on Thursday as OPEC members recognize
that their own destocking has led inventories to
fall less than expected, Sen of Energy Aspects
said: “We believe there will be a push to stop
destocking by OPEC producers and hence
reduce exports.”  — Reuters 

Oil producers debating 1-yr cut extension
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British Prime Minister Theresa May placed the country on its highest
level of terror alert - “critical” - for the first time since June 2007, when it
was sparked by an attack on Glasgow airport. The Changing of the

Guard, a military ceremony in front of Buckingham Palace popular with
tourists, was cancelled yesterday and the Houses of Parliament sus-
pended all public events. Chelsea football club said they were can-
celling their Premier League victory parade on Sunday, saying it would
be “inappropriate”. — AFP

Britain hunts terror network 


